WRITING AND READING CENTER
#36

SPELLING: COMMON ERRORS

In each of the following sentences, a common word is misspelled. Underline the misspelled word, and write it correctly in the blank to the left.

EXAMPLE: ___________ embarrassed ___________ The girl’s brother embarrassed her in front of her friends.

_______________ 1. I ran accross Jack at the horse races.
_______________ 2. Is she allways as serious as that?
_______________ 3. The Industrial Revolution at first increased liesure time for only a small class.
_______________ 4. Whether he is comming to visit us today was not made clear.
_______________ 5. In springtime the snake shed it’s skin.
_______________ 6. The nickle cigar was a great American achievement.
_______________ 7. The begining of the movie was frightening.
_______________ 8. Playing cards is all right as a passtime.
_______________ 9. Our sergeant was not very origional in his remarks.
_______________ 10. I enjoy the kind of whether in which the sun is always shinning.
_______________ 11. The TV villian was not very believable.
_______________ 12. Perhaps he won’t try to presuade you.
_______________ 13. Do you have a definate appointment with the human resources office?
_______________ 14. The view from our apartment is beutiful.
_______________ 15. The judge’s sentance was merciful.
_______________ 16. My grade school arithmatic teacher gave difficult assignments.
_______________ 17. The two friends parted after an argumet.
_______________ 18. Untill she went away I didn’t know how much she meant to me.
_______________ 19. The carrot is a vegatable I don’t care for.
_______________ 20. Is he realy your friend?
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